QUICKSTART ASSESSMENT SERVICE

Armanino Technology Assessment Services provide a holistic review of your current business systems and needs, including people, processes and technology. Our team of management consultants evaluate your ecosystem, identify gaps versus your goals and objectives, and help you increase platform usability, eliminate manual processes and enable scalability to position your business for growth.

What is a QuickStart Assessment?
Armanino’s QuickStart Assessment team digs deeper to understand your key details via on-site stakeholder interviews, analysis of business processes, and evaluation of current systems and technology. This quick and efficient assessment is designed to provide you with:
- A current-state analysis of your specific technology
- Focused and actionable recommendations
- A plan to enable transformation

Process and Value
Our focused technology assessments map your current state, define your ideal future state, and align to the “art of the possible.” Armanino employs a proven five-step methodology to provide you with actionable recommendations. Our experts:
- Listen – conduct group sessions and individual stakeholder discussions
- Assess – identify the core challenges and opportunities of your technology
- Analyze – benchmark your organization against the industry and best practices
- Report – offer new systems and related process flows
- Recommend – define the optimal future state of your business

The right technology can help you make platform decisions, apply resources and time effectively, and simplify the lives of your employees. With a proven methodology, our team works alongside you to create a roadmap and recommend ways to improve and position your technology. Our roadmap enables you to:
- Implement best practices
- Align business processes
- Integrate platforms
- Simplify your ecosystem
- Reduce manual tasks
- Scale for growth
- Leverage data and analytics
- Gain clarity for planning

Why Choose Armanino?
As your business expands and evolves, and complexity increases, investing in an evaluation of your people, processes and technology is a valuable way to prepare for future growth. Armanino’s Strategy and Transformation consulting is grounded in years of hands-on experience and enabled by our leading CFO Evolution® research. We can help you when you are experiencing VUCA – Vulnerability, Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity.
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